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Abstract 
The dynamic planning and development of a large collection of systems or a ‘System of Systems’ (SoS) pose significant
programmatic challenges due to the complex interactions that exist between its constituent systems. Decisions to add, remove, or 
reconstitute connections between systems can result in repercussive failures across operational and developmental dimensions of 
an SoS. The work conducted in this research is part of a larger body of work funded by the DoD Systems Engineering Research 
Center (SERC) towards the development of an Analytic Workbench. This paper in particular develops a tool that adopts an 
operations research-based perspective to SoS level planning based on metrics of cost, performance, schedule and risk. 
Specifically, our work employs an Approximate Dynamic Programming approach that is well suited to address issues of 
computational tractability of the resulting dynamic planning optimization problem. This approach allows for identification of 
near-optimal multi-stage decisions in evolving SoS architectures. A Naval Warfare Scenario SoS example problem illustrates 
application of the method. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the University of Southern California. 
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1. Introduction 
   US Department of Defense (DoD) has recognized the prevalence of a ‘System of Systems’ view to the acquisition 
and development of military assets1; this means that SoS capabilities being sought are a direct consequence of the 
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interactive effects of their constituent systems. These constituent systems possess operational and managerial 
independence, yet interact on various levels to give rise to an overarching SoS level capability. Decisions to support 
the development of these monolithic entities have required acquisitions using systems engineering based policies 
that can better account for the complexities associated with SoS architectures. To this end, Defense Acquisition 
Guidebook (DAG)2 has been developed to aid the understanding and implementation of DoD acquisition practices 
including evolutionary acquisition strategies that are the norm for SoS capability evolution. Consistent with DAG, 
Systems Engineering Guide for Systems of Systems (SoS SE)1 examines the SoS challenges and provides a 
‘Trapeze’ model to give a good conceptual view of the SoS SE core elements, their interrelationships and SoS 
decision-making artifacts. Dahmann3 unwinds the trapeze model to a more familiar and intuitive time-sequenced 
“Wave” model and identifies information critical to decision making in SoS evolution. Fig.1 illustrates the wave 
model and original SoS SE core elements.  
 
Fig.1. Wave Model and Related SoS SE Core Elements3 
The systematic procedures as shown in Fig.1 provide guidance to SoS practitioners to make decisions properly; in 
addition to the logical procedures, an analytic solution framework to objectively quantify the state and outcome of 
consequent actions to evolve an SoS architecture is required by SoS practitioners. Guided by the wave model, ‘Plan 
SoS Update’ and ‘Implement SoS Update’ are core parts to drive an SoS forward, where key decision points for SoS 
architecture evolution are mainly located. Accordingly, actions may involve a sequence of decisions that include 
adding new systems, retiring old systems, upgrading system, etc for ‘Plan SoS Update’ that could provide policy 
makers decision sets for achieving optimal or near-optimal SoS capability over a time period. Operational decisions 
for ‘Implement SoS Update’ might be integrated meanwhile to provide prompt feedbacks to developers. Unlike 
traditional production, investment or supply chain planning problem at system level, the dynamic planning in an SoS 
exhibits a multitude of distinguishing features that need to be carefully addressed. Typical questions could include: 
how to deal with the interactions between decisions from multiple independent organizations, how to deal with the 
diverse time scales occurring in an SoS (such as investment decisions every five year versus operational deployment 
every few months), how to deal with the complexity resulting from the sheer number of uncertain variables 
involved, and so forth.  
    The sequential development process and the objective of maximizing the overall capability for a time period 
makes dynamic programming a natural choice to address the problem. However, the characteristics of an SoS such 
as the large number of systems that may be involved, multi scale decisions and significant uncertainties lead to state, 
decision and sample explosion respectively, which challenges the use of dynamic programming. Approximate 
Dynamic Programming (ADP) is an umbrella covering various methods and techniques, aiming to solve the three 
curses of dimensionality primarily by approximating the future value functions. Thus this paper employs ADP such 
that the SoS architecture evolution process can be formulated into a dynamic planning problem and meanwhile 
complexity from multi time scale decisions and uncertainties can be addressed.  
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2. Literature Review 
Researchers have come up with different frameworks and methods to tackle architecting and evolution of systems 
and SoS. Ross4 proposes an Epoch-Era Analysis for system design comparison and selection to deliver sustained 
value to stakeholders in the face of a rapidly changing world. Epoch-Era Analysis uses natural value-centric time 
scales, where Epoch refers to a period with a fixed context, characterized by static constraints, available design 
concepts, available technology, and articulated attributes while an Era is generated by stringing together sequences 
of epochs given the likelihood of switching between given epochs and the durations of each epoch. A multitude of 
extended work based on Epoch-Era Analysis has been conducted and the primary focus is the valuation of 
changeability under the framework5,6. The current application of changeability focuses on complex system design 
using qualitative indicators while the applicability to SoS has not been fully addressed. Overall, Epoch-Era Analysis 
provides a conceptual framework that needs to be combined with other analytical techniques such as options theory 
to guide the evolution. 
Real Options Analysis (ROA) is an approach that values flexibility when certain physical decision options are 
embedded to cope with future uncertainties7,8,9. Simply put, a real option gives the right (but not the obligation) to 
undertake some business initiatives such as abandoning, deferring, expanding projects and so forth. De Weck 
employs ROA to investigate the benefits of the staged deployment of communications satellite constellations in low 
earth orbit under demand uncertainty10, which shows the usefulness of ROA for initial architecture selection 
embedded future options. However, the discrete number of decision tree options grows significantly with the 
number of available options involved. For an SoS, this number is a combinatorial artifact of the number of current 
and yet-to-be introduced candidate systems involved and thus is prone to the curse of dimensionality. 
    Portfolio theory has been applied to decision-making in an SoS environment by treating the collection of existing 
and potential future systems as a portfolio of “asset” systems, which combine to deliver a desired SoS level goal. 
The most utilized form of portfolio theory involves the application of mathematical programming methods in 
identifying optimal collections of investment assets that balance reward against risk, given an investor’s specific 
tolerance for risk. Prior work in SoS architectural analysis has utilized robust portfolio optimization techniques in 
addressing the acquisition of constituent systems in a systems of systems11. Other work employs multiple objective 
value analysis, mathematical optimization, cost benefit analysis, mean-variance approach and so forth to support 
portfolio decision analysis12. However, these classes of portfolio methods do not directly translate to multi-stage 
portfolio problems as readily for SoS architecture evolution.  
Dynamic programming was proposed as one of the most promising methods to formulate the SoS management 
problem by Maier13. However, due to the large number of systems and inherent uncertainties involved in an SoS, 
dynamic programming suffers from the computational complexity, also known as the curse of dimensionality. On 
the other hand, approximate dynamic programming presents a powerful modeling and algorithmic strategy that can 
address a wide range of optimization problems that involve making decisions sequentially in the presence of 
different types of uncertainties14,15. It employs a variety of approximation techniques in addressing issues of 
computational tractability due to the curse of dimensionality. Bertsekas16 applied neural network concepts to 
approximate the value function and named Neuro-Dynamic Programming (NDP), which is the same as ADP. 
Powell17 developed approximation strategies based on post-decision state variables which avoid computing the 
expectation of uncertainties. Wide applications of ADP exist in literature on dynamic resource allocation problems. 
Powell et al have applied ADP techniques to real world problem including military airlift operations under 
uncertainty18, fleet management involving trailers, containers, locomotives and so on19, R&D portfolio optimization 
for solid oxide fuel cells problem20, energy resource allocation problem with hourly time increments over an entire 
year or several decades15, etc. Other research work such as modeling global climate policy under decision-dependent 
uncertainty21, and multi-stage investment management22, etc, has also been investigated using ADP. The prior cited 
applications of ADP have shown its potential in addressing issues of computational tractability and sequential 
decision-making under conditions of uncertainty. The decision variables involved reflect the same kind of resource 
allocation decisions that are exercised in SoS architectural decision making; however, none of them have taken into 
account the SoS characteristics such as individual systems making their own decisions and complex interactions 
among myriad heterogeneous systems, etc.  
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3. Technical Approach 
 
Fig.2. Overall Framework for the Sequential Decisions 
This paper formulates the process of SoS architecture evolution shown in Fig.1 as a dynamic programming model. 
Fig.2 demonstrates a hierarchical framework with multiple time-scales to solve the SoS architecture evolution as a 
dynamic planning problem. The objective is to maximize the overall SoS capabilities subject to a set of resource 
constraints like budget and manpower, over a time horizon, under uncertainty. The sequential decision variables are 
in the form of addition, removal and continuation of systems. The approach translates the hierarchical and coupled 
nature of interconnected systems within an SoS into the language of mathematical programming that equivalently 
describes characteristics of the problem within the context of an optimization problem. Once we formulate the 
problem into a dynamic programming model, various approximation strategies including aggregation, parametric 
model and non-parametric model can be applied to the resulting multi-stage problem to address complexity and 
computational tractability.   
As illustrated in Fig.2, the overarching objective is to maximize a given SoS level capability index over a time 
horizon. The capability index can be translated into the number of threats being engaged, the number of survival 
aircrafts or ships after being attacked, etc. High level strategic decisions address long time scale decisions such as 
investment or acquisition of new aircrafts, ships, satellites, etc which all participate in a particular SoS. Multiple 
years’ effort is needed to obtain the final products after current decisions. Ambitious schedule for developing all 
new systems at the beginning is not wise, as it leads to cost and schedule overruns and performance degradation. 
Sequential decisions are preferable as they offer the chance of evaluating and learning the current state such as 
technology maturity, budget situation and so forth from the environment. Low level decisions can either represent 
operational decisions or decisions within constituent systems like scheduling. In this paper, operational decisions act 
as low level decisions with short time scale. For instance, during a military deployment, decision makers have to 
sequentially decide when to put systems in service, when to put systems in maintenance and when to keep systems 
idle, whereby optimal performance might be achieved under random incoming attacks. The high level strategic 
decisions provide a resource pool for the low-level operational decisions; new invested systems can become 
available after a few years, by which time operational decision-makers will have additional choices and more 
advanced systems at their disposal. Low level short time scale decisions are required for two reasons: one is to 
satisfy short time requirements; the other, is to provide more accurate feedback and new information to high level 
decision-makers to facilitate learning. Large errors occur if new information is counted and learnt after a few years 
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without considering effect of short time scale decisions. Moreover, a variety of sources of uncertainties or 
exogenous information exist in SoS, such as national priority, technology, budget, market, climate change, etc, all of 
which have completely different time scales. For example, national priority may have major changes every five year 
while budget situation might change every year and market demand might vary every week.  
Therefore, this framework aims to provide policy makers a sequence of architecture alternatives at different stages 
and time scales (time interval between decisions), given the individual system capabilities and resource constraints. 
The incorporation of multi time scales leads to a quick increase in the number of decision variables involved in an 
SoS. If we consider a 10 year long SoS program as an example, annual strategic decisions and monthly operational 
decisions will give us 120 decision variables. Besides, the large number of systems included in an SoS along with 
the heterogeneity of systems, generates a large number of architecture alternatives, not to mention the effect of 
complex uncertainties. Hence, all these pose significant challenges to computational efficiency. Approximate 
dynamic programming framework provides a path to address such type of issues through approximation of the value 
functions and many other techniques, as depicted in the next section.  
4. Approximate Dynamic Programming 
The beauty of ADP lies in the capability of generating decisions based on an approximation of expected future 
value and corresponding learning and updating from resultant new information. It alleviates the pain of collecting 
complete information and building a perfect model for optimizing a complex system of systems. Basically, the 
computational cost only stems from the production of iteration number and stage number, which gives great 
efficiency when the problem grows large, although the efficiency needs to sacrifice certain amount of accuracy of 
results.  
    In this paper, two ADP strategies are employed: linear value function approximation as a special form of 
parametric model and the concept of post-decision state variables, as used in literature17. Classical dynamic 
programming recursively computes the Bellman equation which is the essence of dynamic programming as 
following: 
1 1( ) max  ( ( , ) { ( ) | })
t t
t t t t t t t tx X
V S C S x E V S SJ                                                                                                              (1) 
    where tS  represents state variables, tx  represents decision variables, tC  means current contribution, J  is 
discount factor and 1 1( )t tV S   means expected value of being in state 1tS  . 
Exact future value is almost impossible to obtain, approximated value 1tV   is used instead. A generic structure for 
the value function approximations is 
( ) ( )t t tf f t
f F
V S ST M

 ¦                                                                                                                                                 (2)  
    where { ( ) : }f tS f FM   are often referred to as features that capture the important characteristics of the resource 
state vector from the perspective of capturing the total expected contribution in the future. tfT  represents adjusting 
parameters that allow us to obtain different value function approximations. A variety of methods exist to calculate 
tfT  and ( )f tSM . Linear and piece-wise linear value function approximations are two typical instances.  
    To avoid the calculation of expectation, post-decision state variables are introduced, by which Bellman equation 
can be written as:   
,
1 1 1( ) {max ( , ) ( ( , )) | }
t t
x x x M x x
t t t t t t t t tx X
V S E C S x V S S x SJ                                                                                                (3) 
    where 1
x
tS   represents post-decision state vector. In this equation, expectation can be dropped by using a sample 
realization of the uncertainties ( )tW w ; then the equation turns to the following form:  
,
1 1 1( ) max ( , ) ( ( , ( ), )) |
t t
x x x M x x
t t t t t t t t t tx X
V S C S x V S S W w x SJ                                                                                           (4) 
    Given a particular realization of ( )tW w , the above equation becomes a deterministic optimization problem, which 
solves the curse arising from the size of decision space.   
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5. Illustrative Example and Results 
The Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) is a relatively new naval system that, together with its related components, may 
be viewed as a naval warfare SoS. LCSs are outfitted with three different mission packages - surface warfare 
(SUW), anti-submarine warfare (ASW), and mine warfare (MIW), aimed at countering mines, small boats and 
submarines in littoral waters23. The SUW module that is designed to detect and engage multiple surface contacts in a 
littoral environment consists of LCS, UAV, and MH-60R (helicopter). We demonstrate the applicability of our 
approach by applying it to a simplified SUW module. A capability index can be converted from percentage of 
systems surviving an attack and for the sake of simplicity, notional numbers based on expert judgments are used. In 
this context, we assume that at strategic level, this is a three-year program and a system can be completely 
developed in one year. Decision makers wish to be aware of which architecture from different combinations of LCS, 
UAV and MH-60R should be developed at the beginning of each year. Once systems are available to enter the 
operational domain, we assume the deployment of these systems are seasonal and decision makers wish to know 
whether to put existing systems in service or out of service (like maintenance) to prevent uncertain attacks. The 
feedback from the low level decisions can influence the strategic decisions for next year. This process reflects back 
to the original flow in Wave model of plan SoS update and implement SoS update.   
A pre-requisite to formulating the problem into a mathematical programming format is to identify the basic 
elements of dynamic programming: state variable, decision variable, transition function, exogenous information 
(uncertainty) and objective function. The objective is to maximize the expected sum of SoS capability at operational 
level after being attacked during each stage, with the constraints of budget on the investment of new systems at the 
beginning of each year. It is assumed that the capability of each system is additive towards obtaining SoS level 
performance. Low level decisions are assumed to be binary. Accordingly, the formulation can be written as:  
3 4
, , , 1
1 1
, ,
ˆ: max   ( ( )(1 )
:   ( 1..3)   and     ( 1..3,  1..4)
p in
t s t s t s
t s
s out
t t t s t s
obj E c R y w
st c x B t y R t s

  
 
d  d   
¦¦
                                                                                     (5) 
    where pc  represents a row vector of notional index of individual system (LCS, UAV, MH-60R) capability and 
is assumed to be constant over time. , 1ˆ t sw   as uncertainty coming from time s  to 1s  , refers to a column vector 
of binary results from the production of probability of threat occurring and probability of successful attack. sc  
denotes development cost of each system while tB  means budget limits at each year. State variable tsR  represents 
a vector of numbers of systems with different attributes at season s  of year t , specifically, tsR  consists of newtsR , 
in
tsR , and 
out
tsR  where 
new
tsR  is for new systems under development, 
in
tsR  is for systems in service while 
out
tsR  is for 
systems out of service. Decision variable tx  means developing systems at the beginning of each year (for the ease 
of representation, it means the new available systems that are developed one year ago) while ,t sy  means putting 
available systems in service. Transition functions can be formulated as follows:  
, 1 1, 4 , 1
, 1 , , , 1 , 1 , ,
  :
ˆ  :  ( )(1 );   
out out
t s t s t s
in in out out
t s t s t s t s t s t s t s
new systems available R R x
put in service R R y w R R y
    
  
 
                                                                                 (6) 
    We assume the initial number of available systems in the architecture is zero, thus the resource pool for low level 
decisions within one year is directly from initial strategic level decisions. Thus the problem can be further simplified.  
12
1
1
4( 1) 4 4( 1) 4
4( 1) 1 4( 1) 1
ˆ: max   ( ( )(1 ))  
:    ( 1,2,3)      ( 1,2,3)
p in
s s s
s
t t
s
s t t s
s t s t
obj E c R y w
st c y B t where x y t

 
   
     
 
d    
¦
¦ ¦
                                                                      (7) 
Currently value function approximation ( )t tV S  is assumed as a linear function of the number of resources, by 
which we assume to be able to capture the expected future contribution. More sophisticated value function 
approximation will be studied in future work. In order to validate the results from ADP, a regular integer 
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programming solved by Gurobi is employed to obtain the optimal solution for comparison. To easily compare the 
results from ADP and optimal solution, incoming attacks are assumed to be deterministic and known as a prior. 
Under this experiment setting, results can be obtained as displayed in Fig.3 and Fig.4.  Note that the primary reason 
for employing ADP relies on its potentials of computational scalability to solve problems with large number of 
states and uncertainties involved where optimal values are usually difficult to compute. Since this example is not a 
large problem, the advantages of ADP are not obviously demonstrated. Results in Fig.3 and Fig.4 primarily aim to 
illustrate that reasonable objective can be obtained by ADP in small examples and it is validated to further apply to 
large problems.  
 
Fig.3. ADP Objective Value and Optimal Objective Value 
 
 
Fig.4. Strategic Level Decisions and Operational Level Decisions 
Fig.3 shows the comparison between objective value obtained by ADP and optimal objective value. It indicates 
that performance stabilizes after around 50 training iterations of value function approximations. The ADP objective 
value is 6% lower than the optimal value and the acceptance of this sub-optimal result is dependent on the decision 
makers’ preference of computational efficiency and accuracy of the results. Computational cost of ADP linearly 
scales with the product of iteration number and time stages while regular linear or integer programming 
exponentially scales when system states and uncertainty increase. Overall ADP provides suboptimal decision set 
with a reasonable range; when systems involved becomes large, time scale grows and uncertainties are present, ADP 
exhibits a clear advantage in computational efficiency. As shown in Fig.4, sequential decisions of architecture 
alternatives at strategic and operation level can be provided for decision makers and it gives policy makers a global 
sense of decisions and resulting effects towards the SoS.  
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
This paper addresses decision-making in the dynamic planning of an SoS architecture using approximate 
dynamic programming techniques. A notional Naval Warfare SoS is used to illustrate the applicability of the method. 
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Deterministic assumptions are made to compare the solution of the ADP algorithm to the optimal solution. The 
results indicate a sequence of architecture alternatives over time for SoS practitioners while a small amount of 
difference exists between the objective value from ADP algorithm and optimal objective value. Future work will 
explore application of algorithmic advances in the ADP formulation so as to enable efficient incorporation of 
forward state information, learning potential and quantification of uncertainties related to the value in being in 
particular states (architectures). Additionally, future work will explore computational efficiency using a more 
realistic, large scale SoS concept problem. 
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